Join us and celebrate all things citizen science!
Learn about amazing discoveries, meet incredible volunteers and scientists, and find a project to get involved in!

FIND PROJECTS!
Discover local and global projects in need of your help.
SciStarter.org/Citizen-Science-Day

JOIN THE MEGATHON!
Help advance research on Alzheimer’s Disease.
Megathon.us
AirCasting is a solution for collecting, displaying, and sharing health and environmental data using your smartphone. Use wearable sensors, including the AirBeam, to detect changes in your environment and physiology.

Learn more: SciStarter.org
CITIZEN SCIENCE PROJECT:
Globe at Night

Collect light pollution levels using a Sky Quality Meter and use the Globe at Night app or website to report your data. The data is used to monitor levels of light pollution around the world as well as learn about the impacts of light pollution on energy consumption, plants, wildlife, and human health.

Learn more: SciStarter.org
Download the app, and then go outside and observe your environment. Photograph clouds, record sky observations, and compare them with NASA satellite images to help scientists understand the sky from above and below.

Learn more: SciStarter.org
CITIZEN SCIENCE PROJECT:
iNaturalist

Use your smartphone to take and share detailed pictures of nature and help create a living record of life on Earth. By recording and sharing your observations, you'll create research-quality data for scientists working to better understand and protect nature.

Learn more: SciStarter.org